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Optoma introduces the stunning ThemeScene HD86, taking Home 
Cinema picture quality to yet higher levels.

Watford, June 2009 – Optoma is proud to announce the ThemeScene HD86: a Full HD
projector bringing unsurpassed image quality and full installation options to the ThemeScene 
range. 

ThemeScene has created a Home Cinema projector of the very highest home cinema picture 
capability.  The HD86 couples professionally tuned image processing to incredible light and 
shade detail only possible with its class leading 700:1 ANSI Contrast ratio. 

HD86 is designed for ease of installation.  Supplied in two formats, version 1: will offer a 
traditional 1.25x Zoom whilst version 2: without standard lens; will offer the choice of three 
optional lenses.  In addition to short throw (0.77:1) and long throw (1.93 -2.9:1) lenses, 
ThemeScene will offer an anamorphic lens for fully automated Constant Height Projection.  
Each lens option is entirely integrated into the HD86’s full lens-shift capability making installation 
simple in any Home Cinema environment. Indeed, so confident is Optoma of its picture quality 
that its unique guarantee warrants image and colour quality will remain as new for at least five 
years.

The latest developments in Image processing are integrated into the HD86. Optoma’s second 
generation of frame interpolation technology “Puremotion2” provides fluid and natural moving 
images by eliminating judder and motion-blurring. The Dynamic Black feature controls contrast 
for high impact viewing and a fully user-adjustable 9 step iris and choice of preset colour gamuts 
make this projector Optoma’s most versatile yet.  Of course, a full range of analogue and digital 
inputs is included, including 3 x HDMI v1.3

Optoma is committed to systematically publishing its ANSI Contrast performance.  Now, for the 
first time, a major home cinema projector manufacturer is prepared to publish an internationally 
recognised and measurable ANSI contrast performance figure.  ANSI Contrast is measured 
when the projector is simultaneously displaying both black and white – many believe that this 
provides a much better “real world” performance indication compared to the more common “Full 
On, Full Off” technique that measures the projector performance when displaying a pure black 
screen and then a pure white screen.

The suggested retail price for the HD86 (with standard lens) is €uro4999 (inc tax).
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HD86 Key Features
 Unsurpassed 1080P DLP picture quality
 Full Lens options and lens shift for ease of installation
 Realistic Measurable Contrast Performance of 700:1 ANSI Contrast
 Puremotion2 eliminating motion judder and blurring
 5 Year Colour Guarantee
 Filter-free no maintenance design

HD86 Specifications
Native Resolution 1080P (1920 x 1080)
ANSI Contrast 700:1
Brightness 1600 ANSI Lumens
Noise Level (STD mode) 29dB
Weight 8kg
Dimensions (W x D x H)     416 x 324 x 143mm
Remote Control Backlit with direct source selection

Lens Options
Standard: 1.54 – 1.93:1
Long: 1.93 – 2.9:1
Short: 0.77:1
Anamorphic: For fully automated Constant Height Projection

INPUTS: 
3 x HDMI v1.3
Component 
VGA (PC/SCART)
S Video
Composite

OUTPUT: 2 x 12V OUT for Screen Triggering (1 programmable)

Colour & Imager Guarantee   5 years (see website or brochure for terms and conditions).

- Ends -

NOTES TO EDITORS

For more information and product images, please contact:

Paul Gain p.gain@optoma.co.uk

Email marketing@optoma.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1923 691800

Product images and brochure available here at www.optomaeureope.com

About Optoma www.optomaeurope.com
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Optoma is a world leading designer and manufacturer of award-winning projectors for business,
education, professional audio/video and home entertainment, with comprehensive ranges to
exceed the expectations of every user.

Optoma's innovative products are carefully crafted to deliver crystal clear images of unrivalled
quality by incorporating the latest DLP® technology from Texas Instruments, together with
advanced optical engineering expertise and dedication to superb product quality, Optoma has a
special approach to customer service.

The Optoma Group has continental headquarters in Europe, the USA and Asia; whilst Optoma
Europe Ltd, based in London, covers Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), delivering local
services from regional offices in Germany, France and Norway.


